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We consider a class of distance-regular graphs r with diameter d whose intersec- 
tion numbers take the form 
k=hxyd(t-1)-l 
b,=h(i-t)(i-x)(i-y)(i-d)(2i-f)-‘(2i-f+l)-’, (l<i<d-1) 
c,=hi(i-t+x)(i-t+y)(i-f+d)(2i-t)-’(2i-t--l)-’, (1 <i,<d-1) 
c,=hd(d-t+x)(d-t+y)(2d-f-l)-’ 
for some complex constants h, f ,  x, and y. We show the eigenvalues of r are 
integers if d>4, and that da 14 implies r is either 
(i) the antipodal quotient of the Johnson graph J(2d, 4d) or 
J(2d+ 1,4d+ 2) 
(ii) the halved graph 1/2H(2d+ 1,2) of the 2d+ l-cube 
(iii) the antipodal quotient of 1/2H(4d, 2) or 1/2H(4d+ 2, 2) 
(iv) a graph not listed above, but with the same intersection numbers as (i) 
or (iii). 
In particular, for d>, 14, the list of known graphs of type 2 in Theorem 5.1 of Ban- 
nai and Ito (Benjamin-Cummings Lecture Note Series, Vol. 58) is complete if and 
only if there are no graphs satisfying (iv) above. I%! 1986 Academic Press, Inc. 
1. INTRODUCTION 
A theorem of Leonard, as it appears in Bannai and Ito [l] shows the 
intersection numbers of distance-regular graphs with the Q-polynomial 
property take seven possible forms, called 1, lA, 2, 2A, 2B, 2C, and 3. One 
would like to classify all the graphs of each type as part of a classification 
of all distance-regular graphs with large diameter. Several classes are 
already understood. Egawa [4] completely classified all graphs of type 2C. 
The present author classified all the graphs of type 2A with d> 9 in [ 151, 
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and all graphs of type 3 in [16]. Neumaier [9] independently classified the 
graphs of type 2A. In this paper we give a characterization of the graphs of 
type 2 with d> 14. Theorem 2.2 is our main result. We also show in 
Theorem 2.6 that for d> 4, all eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix of a type 
2 graph are integers, an extension of a result of Bannai and Ito [l, p. 3593. 
For the rest of this section we fix our notation, generally following the 
usage in Bannai and Ito [l] and Biggs [2]. 
Z will denote a finite, undirected, connected graph, with vertex set which 
we also denote by Z, and edge set Er, a set of distinct 2-element subsets of 
Z. We say U, u E Z are adjacent if (u, u) E Er, and denote by Z(u) the set of 
u E Z adjacent to a vertex U. Let 8 be the usual distance function on Z, with 
maximal value denoted by the diameter d. We assume r is distance-regular 
with intersection numbers c;, ai, 6, (0 < i< d); that is, for all u, u E Z, with 
a(u, u) = i, there exists exactly ci, ai, and bi vertices w  in Z(u) where a(w, u) 
is i - 1, i, and i + 1, respectively. We call k = b, the valency of Z. A dis- 
tance-regular graph with diameter 2 is equivalent to a connected strongly- 
regular graph. A quadrangle (or quad) in Z is a sequence q = (ql, q2, q3, q4) 
of vertices, mutually adjacent except for d(q,, q3) = 8(q2, q4) = 2. Let A(Z) 
be the usual (complex) Bose-Mesner algebra of Z, spanned the distance 
matrices A, = Z, A i ,..., A, of Z and primitive idempotents EO, E, ,..., E,. We 
assume r is Q-polynomial with dual intersection numbers c,+, a,?‘, b,f+ 
(0 < i < d); that is the idempotents satisfy 
EI~Ej=c*Ei-,+a*Ej+b,?E,+, (l<i<d-1) 
and 
where 0 is Hadamard multiplication. By the eigenualues of Z we mean the 
eigenvalues of the adjacency matrix A = A,, and the dual eigenvalues 0: 
(0 < i < d) of Z are defined by 
i=O 
Interpreting El as a Gramm matrix, there exists a set {u* 1 u E Z} of vectors 
spanning some Euclidean space V, (, ), where 
(u*,u*)=~* if I f3(u, v) = i U, w-. (1.1) 
The following are examples of distance-regular graphs with the Q- 
polynomial property. The Johnson graph J(d, n) (2d < n) has vertex set con- 
sisting of all d-element subsets of an n-element set, with vertices adjacent if 
their intersection contains d - 1 elements. The haloed graph of the n-cube, 
denoted by 1/2H(n, 2), has vertex set consisting of all n-tuples of l’s and 
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- l’s that contain an even number of 1’s. Vertices are adjacent if they differ 
in exactly two coordinates. For r= J(d, 2d), or r= 1/2H(d, 2) with d even, 
the untipodul quotient r* of r has vertex set consisting of all subsets (u, u} 
of r where a(u, u) = d, with {u, u} and {w, x} adjacent in r* if (u, W) or 
(U,X)EEr. 
2. THE GRAPHS OF TYPE 2 
For the rest of this paper we study the following kind of graphs. 
DEFIINITION 2.1. A distance-regular graph r with da 3 is Q-polynomial 
of type 2 (or simply, of type 2) if there exist h, h*, x, y, t E C such that 
(1) the intersection numbers of r are given by 
ci=hi(i-t+x)(i-t+y)(i-t+d)/((2i-t)(2i-t-1)) (O<i<d-1) 
(2.1) 
c,=hd(d-t+x)(d-t+y)/(2d-t-1) 
b, = hxyd/( t - 1) 
b,=h(i- t)(i-x)(i-y)(i-d)/((2i- t)(2i- t+ 1)) 
(2) the eigenvalues of r are given by 
(2.2) 
(2.3) 
(Obidd- l), 
(2.4) 
~9~=b,+hi(i-t*), (O<i<d) (2.5) 
where t*=x+y+d+l-t, and 
(3) the dual intersection numbers c,?, b* (0 < i < d) and dual eigen- 
values I!?? (0 < id d) are obtained by replacing h, t, and b, above 
by h*, t*, and b,*, respectively. 
Note 1. Since t = 2i implies 0i*_ I = Oi*, I and t = 2i + 1 implies 67 = ei*, ,, 
t4 { 1, z..., 2d- 1 > because the dual eigenvalues are distinct (Bannai and 
Ito Cl, p. 3651). In particular the denominators in (2.1)-(2.4) are never 0. 
Note 2. Since c1 and CT equal 1, h and h* are determined from x, y, d, 
and t. 
Note 3. Apart from notation, Definition 2.1 is from Bannai and Ito 
[l, p. 2671. For simplicity we write x, y, d, t, and t* for their 1 - rl, 1 -r2, 
l-r,, - 1 -s*, and - 1 - s, respectively. 
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We shall obtain the following classification. 
THEZOREM 2.2. A type 2 graph with diameter d> 14 is either 
(i) the antipodal quotient of J(2d, 4d) or J(2d + 1,4d + 2), 
(ii) 1/2H(2d + 1,2), 
(iii) the antipodal quotient of 1/2H(4d, 2) or 1/2H(4d+ 2,2), or 
(iv) a graph not listed above, but with the same intersection numbers as 
(i) or (iii). 
From now on we let f be a fixed graph of type 2, and let fi, r2 etc. refer 
to other graphs to avoid confusion. We assume d > 4 in general, restricting 
to larger d when necessary. Our plan of attack is as follows. If r satisfies 
c,-3cz+3=bz-2b,+k-cz+2 
= 0, (2.6) 
as is the case for the graphs in the above theorem, we show (2.1)-(2.4) take 
a simple form. If r contains a quad (whose existence we demonstrate for 
d> 14), (2.6) is equivalent to the non-existence of certain configurations of 
vertices in r that contain that quad. We establish their non-existence for 
da 14 by showing (i) if t 227, the Gramm matrix of the vectors (1.1) 
representating them would not be positive semi-definite, and (ii) t > d, but 
for d < t 6 2d - 1 (2.6) holds directly. 
We use the following notation. 
DEFINITION 2.3. For any integer r (1~ r <d) we set 
y,= i LA-l)’ r 
i=O 0 i 
pr= i b,-,(-I)’ 1 
i=O 0 
LEMMA 2.4. With the above notation we have 
-3a,=(t-2)(y3(t-66)-6y,), 
6(82-~2)+2(t-2)~3=~3(t+1)+83(f-7) 
= 24h(2x- t)(2y- t)(2d- t) 
(t-2)(t-4)(t-6) 
(2.7) 
(2.8) 
(2.9) 
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lot?+ + 83) = (r - 9)(r4 + 84) (2.10) 
24Oh(2x-t+1)(2y-t+1)(2d-t+1) 
= 
(t-l)(t-3)(t-5)(t-7) 
(2.11) 
4h=p,+7y,-(t-6)~~. (2.12) 
Proof: These equations are verified by substituting in (2.1)-(2.4). The 
authors calculations were checked by the Macsyma symbolic manipulation 
computer program. 1 
COROLLARY 2.5. Suppose y3 and Bz - yz are 0. Then 
i 
Ci=i+y* 0 2 (Odi<d- I), 
(2.13) 
(OdiGd- l), 
e,=e(d+y2 (3) where e = 2 if t = 24 e = 1 otherwise. 
Also h= 2y, with y2a 1, t* = t - l/2 +2y;‘, and t =2d, 2d+ 1, or 
d+ 1 - 2~;‘. 
Proof Since h#O, (2.8), (2.9) and (2.11) imply ((t-1)/2, t/2)~ 
{x, y, d}, and by (2.5), t* - 1/2=x+y+d- t + l/2 is the remaining 
element in the set on the right. Reducing (2.1) and applying c, = 1 and 
c,=y2+2 yields h=2y,, t*= t- 1/2+2y;‘, and (2.13). In particular 
{x, y, d] is some permutation of {(t- 1)/2, t/2, t - 1 +2y;‘f, and y2> 1 
since the cis are nondecreasing. An evaluation of (2.2)-(2.4), (checking the 
cases t = 2d, t # 2d separately) yields the remaining claims. 1 
In Lemmas 2.6-2.11 we show t > d and that r contains a quad if da 14. 
THEOREM 2.6. If d > 4 then t, t*, and h are rational, and the eigenvalues 
of r are integers. 
Proof: That t E Q follows from (2.8), (2.10), or Corollary 2.5, so h E Q 
by (2.12). Now xy~ Q by (2.3), so x+y, t* EQ by (2.2) and (2.5). The 
eigenvalues of r in (2.5) are now in Q, but since they are algebraic integers 
(see Bannai and Ito [ 1, p. 75]), they must be integers. a 
LEMMA 2.7. Either 
h*>Oandt>d, (2.14) 
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or 
h*<Oandt<l. (2.15) 
Proof: By Bannai and Ito [ 1, p. 3651 we have 0,? < 0,* (1 d i < d). Now 
seti=l ifh*<Oandi=difh*>O,andapply3)ofDelinition2.1. 1 
LEMMA 2.8. Zf d > 6 then c2 > 2. 
Proof. Let d 2 6 and c2 = 1. Then yJ > 1 makes (2.14) contradict (2.7), 
so (2.15) holds. Now (2.7) reduces to y3 < 6/5, forcing y3 = 1 and a, = t = 0. 
But c2= 1 implies a, da,, forcing a, =0 and p2= 1. Now h=O by (2.12) 
contradicting Definition 2.1. This proves the lemma. 1 
LEMMA 2.9. Let u E r, and let A be the least eigenvalue of the subgraph 
T(u). Then A>, -2-2(t-3)-l. In particular 12 -2.2 ifd> 14. 
Proof. Using (2.1)-(2.5) one verifies 
-1 -b,(l +81)-‘= -2-2(t-3)-l. (2.16) 
Now t < 1 or t > d forces 0, > - 1, so our first claim is a consequence of 
Theorem 1 in Terwilliger [ 131. Our second claim is immediate. 1 
We need the following definition for Lemma 2.11. 
DEFINITION 2.10. Let r1 and r2 be graphs. Then r1 [r,] is the graph 
with vertex set ri x r2, the Cartesian product of ri and r2, where vertices 
(u,,u2) and (vl,vl) in r,[r,] are adjacent if either (u,,v,)~Er, or 
ui =vi and (u,, v~)EM’~. [ 
LEMMA 2.11. Suppose d>, 14. Then r contains a quad, and t > d. 
Proof: Denote by K, the complete graph on r vertices. Suppose r con- 
tains no quad, and pick u E r. By Lemma 2.8 above and Theorem 3.7 in 
Terwilliger [ 141, r(u) = ri [K,] for some positive integer r and some con- 
nected strongly-regular graph r,. We claim r1 is the pentagon or the 
Petersen graph. To see this, note since r, is a vertex subgraph of T(u), by 
Biggs [2, p. 511 we have &,,,(r,) 2 &,,,,(T(u)), forcing A,,,(r,) > -2.2 by 
Lemma 2.9. Since ri is strongly-regular, by Neumaier [lo] either 
Amin (r,) E Z or Amin (r, ) = - (1 + Ja)/2, where 2c is the valency of 
r,, forcing &,,,(r,) = -2 unless r, is the pentagon. By Seidel [ 111 the 
only strongly-regular graph with no quad and with least eigenvalue -2 is 
the Peterson graph. This proves the claim. Now since the eigenvalue 
rAmi, + r - 1 of T(u) = r1 [K,] is at least -2.2, for either choice of r, 
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we have r = 1 and T(u) = rl, making r, the icosahedron (with d= 3) or 
locally Petersen. Since by J. Hall [6] there is no locally Petersen graph 
with d> 14 we get a contradiction. Hence r contains a quad q. The 
squared norm of q: - qf + q: - q$, (with the notation of (1 .l )) is now 
8h* z 0 by (3) of Definition 2.1, forcing (2.14). fl 
We now show y3 and /Iz -yz are 0 if t227 and r contains a quad. We 
use the following result. 
LEMMA 2.12. Let r be a distance-regular graph with at least one quad. 
Then 
c~-ci~l+bi~1-bi-a,-2~0 (1 <i<d), (2.16) 
with equality at i if and only if 
a(% 41) + %4 q3) = a(& q2) + a(% q4) (2.17) 
for all quads q and all MET with min(d(u, qi)J 1 <j<4) =i- 1 
Proof: Immediate from the proof of Theorem 2.1 in Terwilliger 
cw. I 
LEMMA 2.13. Suppose t z 27 and r contains a quad. Then y3 and j?* - yz 
are 0. 
Proof: Pick a quad q, and for each 4-tuple x = (x1, x2, x3, x4) of 
integers let R(x) be the set of u E r a distance xi from qi (1 < id 4). Set 
Xi=R(i- 1, i, i- 1, i- 1). Yi=R(i- 1, i, i- 1, i), Z<=R(i- 1, i, i, i), and 
Ri=Xju YiuZi (1 <i<d). Since 
c2 - cl + 6, - 6, + a, - 2 = y2 - f12, 
and by (2.8) we have 
(2.18) 
c,-c2+b2-b3-aI-2= -2(y3+(t-4)(y2-&))/(t-7), (2.19) 
by Lemma 2.12 it suffices to show R2 and R, are empty for all quads q. 
Assume otherwise, and if R, # @ for some quad q we set j= 2 and deal 
with that quad, otherwise set j= 3 and pick a quad where R, # 0. Let 
ueRj. Let w=ql if j=2, and if j=3 pick wEr(u)nT(q,) such that 
a(w, q3) = 3. This always occurs if u E YJ u Z3, and if u E X, note 
Q4A n r(qJ n W) = 0, so r(ql)nT(u) and I’(q3)nT(u) are not both 
equal to r(q4) n T(u). Interchanging labels of ql, q3 if necessary, we can 
assume a(w, q4) = 2, forcing a(w, q3) = 3. Now set u1 = qj+ -q:, 
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u2=qf-q:, and uj=v*- IV*. By (3) in Definition 2.1, the Gramm matrix 
M of (ur, u2, z+} is 
2(?- 1) 
i 
2(t-3) 2 
h* 2(t-3) 2(t- 1) e(t-2j+ 1) 
2 e(t-2j+ 1) 2(t- 1) 1 
where e=2 if VE Y,u Y, and e= 1 otherwise. Now &t(M)= 
-2(h*)3(t3e2 - t2(4ezj- e* + 4e + 16) + t(4ezj2 + 8ej- e2 + 8e + 52) - 
4e2j2 + 4e2j- 24ej - e2 + 12e - 36). But this expression is negative for 
t > 27, Jo (2, 3 >, and e E { 1, 2}, contradicting the fact that M is positive 
semi-definite. We conclude Rz, R3 = a for all quads q. 1 
LEMMA 2.14. Suppose 5 < t < 2d - 1 and r has a quad. Then y3 and 
p2 - y2 are 0. 
Proof. Define the meromorphic function 
g(z) = 
hz(z-t+x)(z-t+y)(z-t+d) 
(22 - t)(2z - t + 1) 
ZEC 
and let 
a4 
g(z)=a,z2+a2z+a~+- 
a5 
2z-t+2z-t+1 
(2.20) 
be its partial fraction decomposition. Since t # 0, - 1 and we assume t # 2d, 
t#2d+1, (2.1)-(2.4) imply ci=g(i) and bi=g(t-i), (O<i<d). Let d(i) 
be the expression on the left in (2.16) and evaluate it using (2.20). Then 
d(i)=2a4((2i-t)-‘-(2i-t-2)-‘+(t-2)P1-t-’) 
+a,((2i-t+1)-‘-(2i-t-3)-‘+(t-3)-’-(t+l)-’) (lQi<d), 
which reduces to 
d(i)= 16(i- l)(i- t)p(i)/q(i), 
where 
q(i) = (2i - t)(2i - t - 2)(2i - t + 1)(2i - t - 3), 
and where p(r) is a polynomial in LF8[r] of degree at most 2 that is sym- 
metric about r = (t + 1)/2. Since t 4 h by Note 1 of Definition 2.1, there 
exists an integer n 1 in the open interval (t/2, (t + 2)/2), and an integer n2 in 
((t-1)/2, r/2)u((t+2)/2, (t+3)/2). We then have n,, n,dd, so we apply 
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(2.16) with i=2, i=ni, and i=nz, and get p(2)<:, p(n,)<O, and 
p(n,) > 0, contradicting the degree and symmetry of p(r) unless p(r) is iden- 
tically 0. But then A(2) and A(3) are both 0, forcing y3 =0 and y2=fi2 by 
(2.18) and (2.19). 1 
LEMMA 2.15. If d> 14 then y3 and fiz - y2 are 0. 
Proof: Suppose not. Then if d 3 14, r contains a quad. But then 
2d - 1< t < 27 by Lemmas 2.13 and 2.14, forcing d < 14. 1 
3. THE CASE WHEN y3 AND /I2 - y2 ARE 0 
We now classify the graphs where y3 and p2 - yz are 0. To study them we 
require the following result from Bannai and Ito Cl, p. 3651: the mui- 
tiplicity mi of Qi is given by 
mi=b$bf ...bi-,*/(c~c~ . ..c*). (3.1) 
We set m =ml. 
LEMMA~.~. If d>4 then mak. 
ProoJ: Since t is rational, by Theorem 5 in Terwilliger [13] the result 
holds unless both sides of (2.16) are integers. Because of Lemma 2.7 this 
occurs only when t = 4 or 5, but these values of t are excluded by Note 2 in 
Definition 2.1. fi 
LEMMA 3.2. Suppose d> 4 and that yx, /lz - yz are 0. Then m = e,/e,, 
where 
and 
In particular 
e, = (2y2 t - 5y, + 4)(y2 t - y2 + 2)(t2 - t) 
e2 = (72 t - 32 + 4)(y2t - 3y2 + 4). 
l <y2<4. 
(3.2) 
(3.3) 
Proof: Line (3.2) follows from (3) in Definition 2.1 and (3.1), and the 
left inequality in (3.3) is from Corollary 2.5. Evaluating the inequality in 
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Lemma 3.1 using (3.2) and k = t(yz t - y2 + 2)/2, and noting all factors in e, 
and e2 are positive, we get 
(4-~,)(~,t~-r(5~,-2)+6(~,-1))~0, 
which forces y2 < 4. 1 
LEMMA 3.3. Suppose y3 and /I2 - y2 are 0, t $ Z, and d > 4. Then r is 
1/2H(2d + 1,2). 
ProoJ: Since t $ E, Corollary 2.5 implies t = d + 1 - 2y,‘, where yz = 3 
or 4. But now the fact that we cannot have y2 = 3, and that y2 = 4 implies r 
is 1/2H(2d+ 1, 2), follows from Neumaier [9]. 1 
LEMMA 3.4. Suppose y3 and jz - y2 are both 0, t E Z and d 2 14. Then r 
satisfies (i), (iii), or (iv) of Theorem 2.2. 
Proof Corollary 2.5 and Note 1 of Definition 2.1 imply t = 2d or 2d + 1, 
so t B 28. In the following four cases we consider the possibilities in (3.3). 
Case 1. y2= 1. Here (3.2) reduces to 
m = 2t2 - 7t + 15 - 30/(t + 2), 
so m E Z impliest t = 28. But then we apply (3.1) and find 
m3 = 23327. 11.19.23.47/5, which is not an integer. Hence y2 # 1. 
Case 2. y2 = 2. By Corollary 2.5, r has the intersection numbers of the 
antipodal quotient of J(2d, 4d) or J(2d + 1,4d + 2), so (i) or (iv) holds in 
Theorem 2.2. 
Case 3. y2 = 3. Here (3.2) reduces to 
9m = 18t* - 15t - 5 - (54t - 50)/(9t* - 21t + lo), 
but since the fraction is between 0 and 1 for t > 28, contradicting m E Z, 
there are no graphs for this case. 
Case 4. y2 = 4. Here r has the intersection numbers of the antipodal 
quotient of 1/2H(4d, 2) or 1/2H(4d + 2,2), so (iii) (iv) holds in 
Theorem 2.2. 1 
The author wishes to thank the referees for many helpful suggestions. 
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